To Be Successful You
Must Advertise
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KENNEBUNK, MAINE,

AN UP-TO DATE ADVERTISING MEDIUM

T.L Evans & Co.
DEPARTMENT STORE

Biddeford Me.
245=247-251 Matin St

WINDOW SCREENS
|y the very FINEST and Tt
’.REST poultry in the maih
tilers and older birds are all frat
FO COLD STORAGE predai
>u really get your MONEY’S
That’s true also of all ».
ire us a CHANCE to (f

15c, 25c, 30c, 35 c.

SCREEN DOOR

98c, $1.25, and $1.50
HAMMOCKS

$1.25, $1.50 $2.00, $2.50
$3.60, $3.50 and $4.00
BATHING CAPS

•BUNK, MAINE;

ioc,

15c,, 25c and 50c

WATER WINGS

tile You Wait

STRAW DRESS SUITS
CASES

RATINE
I' HATS
Marked Down

98c
/, QHAMOIS

)

, ioc, 26c and 50c

Morrill

' CROQUETS SETS
$1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $1.75, $2.00

Biddeford, Maine I

$3.0,0 and $3,505 f

Cousens)

TENNIS RACKETS

^,$2.0©" $2.50

$1.00,

$3.09 and $3.5'0

. TENNIS BALLS
25c and 40c

WHITTERMORE’S SHOE
POLISH
! We carry-'a ,complete, line,'
Tan, Black and White. V-

T. L Evans & Co.
D. LIVINGSTONE MURRAY
Physician and Surgeon
Special attention given to all diseases
of the lungs.
OFFICE IN ODD FELLOWS BLOCK
Telephone,, conhection. Night* calls
calls promptly answered.

own story. We
oney for it unless

says.
unity for honest
imonds, watches,

TO LET
House of S’rooms and stable on Portland'St. City Water, Room for large
garden. For particulars enquire of
William R. Day, Box -274,- Kennebunk
port, Maine.
3w29

Jeweler
1aine

JOHN F. DEAN

Children’s Hats at

Dealer In

Boots, Shoes and Rubber
J 36 Main Street

Z WITHAM

Tel. 246-3

BiMelorfl

Main Street

MAM :

AUERBACH’S
New 'Lunch.' '
301 Hain Street

Original Suggestion,
y pretty way of renewing old {

Biddeford

GIVE US A CALL

e in a child’s room is to paint

■obin’s egg blue enamel. When
k on underneath each keyhole

-era

Why send your Mail Orders to Chicago
' We have the same goods* and ,
' the1 same prices ’

of dresser or chiffonier

all pink-tinted designs of roses,
which one finds on old vales*
ostals, etc.), and when well

35 Per Gent Automobile Supply

i In place give them a light
shellac.

The effect is very

How to Plaster,
pair holes or cracks in walls,
onie fresh mortar. Clean out !
•s with a brush, remove all k
is ter thoroughly, wet the slats f*

plaster with a sponge, fill up
or cracks with fresh mortar,

Enterprise Ads Pay.

n even. In a few hours go
in with knife or trowel. Close

|

woodwork with. a paste made

I.

.nd fine sawdust

COMPANY' ¡OF MAINE
W. E. Ricker, Mgr.
No 155.Park St., Portland, Maine' /
Our 1914 Catalogue is complete; with
most ¡everything, for the Automobile.
May we haVe th,e pleasure of mailing
you one?

JULY

8

1914

ALL THE LOCAL41APPBNINGS CORRECTLY REPORTED

An Ad k This faper WiU
Brini YsU Business
PRICE, THREE CEÄtl

FIRST-CLASS JOB OFFICE

..................... '?■...........
Misses Natalie Rogers, Dorothy Barker „Edith Knight, Clara ;M¡artiñ, Gwendolyn Bowdoin, Ruth Bowdoin^ _ Rose DarviU,
and Mary Marshall, Agnes Titcomb, Lambert, R'glapd ^|ill,;)and Freemiont Mary Bennett, Esther Hawkes, ^ and
Margaret Thompson, .Ruth Thompson Welch. ,The «puíÚ , truck carried Mr Margaret Dane. The gpris^w^efe ip
and Mary Cole, all in white with yellow and Mrs A J , Welch and Joe Rhepne „white, while.the car was adorned with
dreyis^« team, all ederoafi with colored yellow and white roses. Bowdoin’«
paraqpls.
• '
banners were hung along tÙe side«, M
ThÒmas B. Reed C<¿*-James Holland, bunting- . ’ . ’ ..
caption; Harland ¿Waterhouse, .John Littlefield and Webber—A delivery well as yellow Rexall balloons.
Wat^house, Donald Grant, t HaroldjK. . wagon.with « white stand advertising The Enterprise—Our press ; was rsp?
Grant, A. M. Littlefield, G. S. Fletcher, grocerio« in general., Andrew Warner resented by a Golding job press bolted
. f¡ .. ■ ■ upon one of Mr. Young’s underslung
Frank Sanborn, Logan Adjutant, Fred drove, ’ ... a ,.it , ,
Graham;
bass
drum
arid
piccolo;
Joseph
.The Fourth has come and gone, and a
Adjutant, Louis Hatch, W. Ç.^ Thing. . ,Wm Webber entered ri bluoand white wood earts. Mr. Pariin, manipulating
Junkms,
drum;
Roy
Clark,
cymbals
;>
portion of the juvenile passion for noise
Thoñjas B. Reed hook and ladder tract gig, driven by Chas Waldon, displaying this press, printed programs ot the day,
and finger-sacrifice seems to have de arid four hired musicians: from Rochest-' driven by J M Seeley.
the notice, *Tf yon want io buy a good which he distributed among the ’croWi
parted with it. While scattered.explo er, Dover and Salmon .Falls.
Ralph Consens entirely dressed in bright
Counter Shop—À hug« counter of' hbrse, d«oWáhb«r?M "',*'
Timothy
Batchelder
in
a
velvet
coat
sions interrupted the usual nocturnal
red, ‘rirhite and blue on à float driven* by Gon L^yeite and W boat, Mr J W 'ted with a. Jâatan’s mask was th«
peace of Kennebunk; there was not the made way for the procession by ring Earl Hilton.
, . r.
Lambert and Mr Barry wore clad in ¡an “priuter’B .deyjl.” The p^ess, which
feverish-and frantic effort to make a ing a bell as-town crier. :
Evéreitt Littlefield—A delivery wagon tique raimdht reprisSdhtiilfi 'the general weighs nearly one thousand poimde,
Follows the entries in the parade with decorated in red With a huge red star Oh and bis cefdiril host? '■ Th^chahe, which Was erected with difficulty on the truck
noise, which has blemished earlier In"
dependence Days. And so it may be the prize winners first:
either side, advertising Red. Star Tea. belongs teMtHarry Parsons is* ¿e- barely in time for the parade. ' ’ "*
confidently said that our town is pro Ed I Littlefleld4-An ox cart with six Everptt Towne and Chester Weeper IfriVod
MARSHALS
bn«' hundred ye^rs
gressing toward a Fourth which will sturdy oxen driven by John M. Brown* drové the horse adorned with red. 1
:: Edward Richardson Qf '
óM.
’
’’J JsUv^.*
not be celebrated by the disappearance and Ben Littlefield. In the cart were Liytery Stable—Mr and Mrs Harry ’ Old Comer Grocery—Mr, Consens’ len ? Burt Smith
' J~ /
of hard earned , money in smoke and twp black Poland-China pigs, that Dayappeared in the parade witty a ity domonatratod tihe cleanliness of ¡his . Leander Smith
noise, but rather by the cooperation of drowsed indolently during the proceed-, hanofeome pair and carriage covered store Miss Franc«« Burleigh was the ■ William Bowen
the citizens in providing a saber enter ings and a vociferous, gray gander.
with .gold and white decorations,
|
little Dutch Cteluisor girl Theodore Frank Parsons
tainment which shall more safely dis F. W. Nason—A float artistically Kennebunk* Steam Laundry—Mr. Cousens' «at bsaido the driver, Ralph.
. POLICE PATROL
tinguish it from the? other days of the decorated with white j bunting, yellow Rutter's big steam truck driven jtty Richardson The placards wsra “Pure Perley D. Greenleaf . j,,
year.
chrysanthemums and green leaves, Chester Littlefield. Behind him were feod ai*Ceb«oUs*b, the dean store. ’* ; Arthur Hayes.
And yet the Enterprise nearly violated '.driven by Miss Amy Clarke, accom Misses Sarah Clark, Louise Clark; Elsie Pinos School—The ten little1 girls whri This concludes our parade, a demon
this “'safe and sane” policy when Mr. panied by Misses Shirley Hatch, Arlirid Young, Doris Stevens, Irehe Littlefield, .a^sifehsMl' frit''thâ Pinos school wers stration of. patriotic enthusiasm, and
Parlin lighted a huge cannon cracker and Blanche Goschen,' who were ’■Mrs ¡Chester Littlefield, Mr«; Wash Missed Josephine Green, Elizabeth Jor- local interest equaling our famous Old
1915 mark
fifteen ’ inches high standing in the trying Educator, Patrician and Waldorf burn and Mr Stevwnâ. The canopy; .’driiii, Louise Ham, Ullian Amirs, Gladys Home Week. May July
street before Bowdoin’s. Mr.* Charles shoes and Hub Mark rubbers upon dolls posts, and sides, wore draped with bunt Jackson, Harriot Somers, Gladys Cote, even a more successful day t^an ibis if
Bowdoin, who was in. the store about before a cute little mounted calf, which ing and chrysanthemum«. “Yours for Marion' Fairflold, Gladys Berry rind* such a day be possible. . . ' r ‘ f
eight o’clock that evening when this advertised the material of the shoe. A cleanliness” was the motto.
Daisy Rb«#? AJ^w«ro white dresses,
terrific explosion nearly happened made placard bore the notice, ‘^We got our ■'Neiw England Tel and, Tel Co—Misses, twe «rith'-Wiib Wshee;8 end eight with
BASE BALL
desperate efforts to protect the plate shoes at Nason’s.”
Frances Hutchins, i Marion Stevens, •reiL lfl
-.*5¡
The K. A. A. team was 'defeated in
1 windows from the flying concrete, and
Board
ef
Selectmen
—
C
C
Psfrkihs,
Theo
'Shepard;
Alene
Fletcher,
Messrs
Edmund Burke—He 1 was dressed . in
trunks of trees. And ¡¿hey wèrè cer White trousers, blue' coat, and hat, F; S Goodwin, Gustave Peppin, and Pjtir- Fred W Jone«, Abner Boethby, Jé, 4nd the morning game 8 to 2 by the Centi
tainly safe, for When the neighbors, mounted upon a cream saddle pony be ley Ghadbourpe rodé in thè big' truck Joseph Bragdon, town treasurer, En pedes of Lawrence, Mass., and lost the
who had retired to Jesse Ham’s and longing to Reginald Waterhouse. Bear deçorated with blue and white and tered the parade in Mr Jones’ car driven matinee session in the most one-aided,
game of the season 13 to 1; ' Th« locdl
the pumping station when they saw the ing «.large* flag, he led the procession. carrying also a display of various tele pyGerald ReM.; ^ G« ■.-<*.. ;
Elwell Cmservatories—J O < Elwell boys showed lack of team work in every
blast being prepared, had returned,
phone’.and telegraph apparatus. ‘ I
Pythian Sisters—A two- horse float
department of the game, fielder’« error«
.they discovered that this jumbo cracker
. C W Hatch—Mr Hatch's entry: wm a and W P Gaw drove in the. procession in
driven by Mr. Charles Nason with' decorated
milk wagon.
t
was only a clever deception made out
the ddivery ear attractively decorated in particular being responsible for meet
of the visitor’s scores.
. ’ '
of? iome heavy red stock paper. Thus Mrs. Addie Costellow, May Ingham,
W
È
Warren
—Freeman CousriM WithnageipaliMi fenui, géranium«, box
Bessie Hanscom arid Emma Crocker;
Littlefield’s starred iri the field’ for
the town was saved.
drove
a
cart
loaded
with
coal,
and.
.Mr: wood, hydrangoas, tmiUn< Aviriças, and
Misses ¡Mary Littlefield, Rena Smith,
Kennebunk contributing|feature catches
But to come to the parade. . Certain Stella Mitchel], p'rances Crocker, Grace Warren himself was on a coke team.' iü, red, white and blue bunting. <
in each grime. ,
croaking pessimists predicted that Kelly, Eudora Pinknam and Edith Csrieton Store—The ancient two Chamberlain's Garage-rMr .Chambsr- It isfact worthy of mention that
only a few floats and team’s would enter, Langdon, and Masters Arthur Costel wheeled chaise trundled' along, comfort-- lain’s big Stovene wks heavily decked the two victories of the K. A. ' A. thia
yet, in faejt, there were about seventy low and Raymond Phillips. Miss Smith ably/and within were the Squirehhtyd? with peananta ef all colors adidertising season, were won by teams made up en
’entries. At the appointed hour the held a standard bearing “Ivy Temple” his lady dressed m quaint; old-time Firestone, Batavia, Tyrian, Goodyear, tirely of locril playerar The more: im
many floats, wagons, 'busses, fire in gold and the horses likewise wore costityne. This placard wàs dispi«yé<L Republic, ead' Ajax * tires, gasoline, ported'playera—the worse the defeat.
“184$—1914, the Downing Store,-sixty*? Harris «He. «nd other automobile sup^apparatus and other. entries were or white blankets with this sarnie title.
Lawrence
AB. R. BH. PO. A. E.
. >
| )t,r jplieK-»%i H.*
. I.
ganized by the marshalls into a . pròcesMiss Ellen I Andrews—Her big nine years of success.”
0
Leaver, 'c f
4
1 ■ji
siott nearly a m?le lông. This line of- Stevens car decorated with yellow Rowe—Prentiss Nedeau drove a fish Littlefield's Grain Store^M^. LittieDolan, c .
6 0 0 12 0 0
wagón
on
which
mackerel,
cod,
lob

fleld
’
e
Steven«
track,
driv«mby
himself,
gayly decorated vehicles moved , along chrysanthemums, green boughs and
0 1
2
the central streets of the town'before a evergreen. Walter. R. Cole, masquer sters and other sea food were neatly, wm decorated with -pink . and green Caffery, 2b
Cunningham, 38 5 0 0 2 2 0
crowd whiçh was .only equaled by Old ading as an African menial, drove exhibited .upon a background of - fems. bunting, Evalynand Justin Littlefield
8 1 0 O’ ’S
Home Week. Certainly a full three Misses Andrews, Louise Welch, Doro Boáí*d of Trade—This enterprising Xecompaniod him. On .the bags jof Burkhart, 1 f
Galloway, 3b
4 1 0 2 2 ó
thousand, people 'were, entertained by thy Loring, and. Dorothy Houghtom and. coipimittee passed along the streets ;in grainaud bale« of hay wm stenciled Harrison, lb
3 1 o 8 1 1
Ed
l'Lníléfieia
.s
car
driven
by
Truman
'
‘
The
Coal
Maa
”
in
red
bitters.
Park
the yarious events of the ¡day.
"•
' Mrs. D. M. Small, all wearing white
3 3 2 il (b 0;
Cantillon, r f
4
2 0 Ot 0
Finally the parade passed , in * review dtesses and carrying yellow parasols. Littlefield. The members were Albert and Pollard'« - “Lay «r Bust” chicken Jackion, p
Meserve, Ed I Littlefield, Frank Barrett, feed wm prominently phteed>in hissdisbefore the. committee who were seated
Safeguard arid Mousam Companies Wm Littlefield and Austin Caine«
Totals
38
8
6 27
| playon the balcony ©vèr Bowdoin’s store: 'consolidated—J Frank Warren, cap
Wm
Bartlett
—
Grain
and
groceries
Pntter
’
«>Bta^a>»
í
8MlriMím--Blanc>h'e.
Kennebunk AB. R. BH, FO; Aï ÌE»
This committee, Mrs. U. A. Caine, Mrs. tain); Ira H Wells, lieutenant; A A
8 ft 9 0 9 0
George Couseps, Mrs. S. L. Cram, Mrs. Richardson, A F Green, Fred Clark, were advertised by Fred WermweeA -Potter, . Hemgr ,Russdil,' • EÜMd Rifflçn,. Libby, e f
and
Ashton
Hoyt
on
a
four-horse
float,
andiMiss
Lucy
Knight
rode
inv
Frapk
H. Coombs,, c f 5 1 /*
.1 9 0
P. D. Greenleaf, Mrs., Hattie Libby,' Charles Johnson, Elmer Johnson, Fred
Barker,
8b
3 ft
2
while Frank Washburn was the. dr|y|ér Russell'aÿar decorated with red, white,
"I '
Mrs. Paul Russell and Misé Alice Var Cousens, Henry Gordon, Joseph Galant,
Huff,
f
85b,
;
0
0 0 1
and blue bunting and national flags. L
ney, found their duty of awarding the Ernest Jones, Frank Graves,\Chris of a lumber team. • _
-r
^bis«»
Littlefield and* Hudson—Their white ■ G; W. LarrabjaO—A Rao Fifth covered Krumrucker, lb 8. " Qi
¿lue and red ribbons a hard task, for Christensen, Winnie Kollock. Chas. A.
display horse wearing a harness wjae with yellow chrysanthemums advertised Cole, 2b
.. id ' “1
'■.4 0
choice was difficult where all the ex- Rose, lieutenant, ' Chauncey Phillips,
0
erected on a 'bunting .covered ./fioriti HU agdUcy fpr Rao,-.Ford, -Chevrolet, Littlefield, 1 f 'A’ ' 0 ó
bibite were so excellent. .Willis Phillips, Charles Hood, Sam Misses 'Lillian, Alberta and Georgi« and Mitchell case. ■. Wjth Mr. ¡ Larrabee Butland.c
P
' 4;i 0 ö!-'
0 01 0 1< 1
•McIntire, Bert Furbush, Vernon Cook, Hudson were sitting on. tiie front seat. were Mrs. Larr«h«e, and. ' Misses. M^r- WlWBBWrP
, The blue ribbons or first prizes :
E.
Coombs;
p '. - ( , ,ft.^
1
.0 9 9
—
■
0
Most 'unique and original exhibits John Hawkins.
George E Hudson advertised truaks gsret Littlefield ¡¿buÍM^ar<ahe« and ♦Grant
0 0 0 Oi
Safeguard hook and ladder truck and bags by another team driven by Ju|iB;L«chS> ; J -7Í.Ed I Littlefield ■ '
- -v; *„ - ■ i
driven by Walter Nedeau.
33 2 8 27 » »
Best trade float—F W Nason
Roy' Burgess.
Benaor R Sea—This entry was unique. ! Totals’
' Old Safeguard driven by Fred * Dur- Darvill’s Bakery—Mr Darvill was ■,El8btih*lr*.rEr«Medt<..ja^ IpdiaA^oatumei ♦Batted for E. Coombrin 9th.
Best mount—Edmund Burke
Secret Order ' Exhibition—Pythian rell.
the only one to wish prosperity to th« carried a. long banner “We Whoop for, Summary,—Two base ¿its, H. Coomb«
Wonderbrook. Farm—A huge four Board of Trade on a canvas banner; Bowser À Sorn’i The young Indirins 2». Krumrucker 2. Three base hit, Can*
Sisters
• Decorated automobile—Ellen I An Horse float driven by Earl Smith with “Success to Oúr Board of Trade. ” Ttyç w«ro:7; Clarencri . Densmore, William tillirin. Struck out by Jackson I1J' by 1
Herbert Clark. A ferocious; cbtton other wagon bore the advice, “Visit, Marsh, Georg«. Lobargii, H«rtpn -, Per Williamson 4. Base on balls by Erick
drews
son 1, by Williamson 4?; Stolen bases,
Éire department—Safeguard J and polar bear, as big as one of Herb the home of good food. ’ ’ The drives kin«, ., Stephen^/ ládrnsaap, . ; Harold H. Coombs,. , Krumrucker.
by *
Ricker’s,' work horses, stood on an ice were Edward Harrington and Edwh^d, Knights; H«tb«r.t Knights; and Harold Eitched ball, Libby, Grant, Krumrucker,
Mousam Companies donsolidated
[arrison;' Double' play, Cdiri ^un
floe' and glared at a figure iri Eskimo Atkinson.
Thé red ribbons or second prizes : ,
Eaton.Mr... - Bonser.., presented■ them assisted.
costume, presumably Doctor Cook. ■Curtis’ and Roberts—This film " of with Úes«..suite^‘
Trade (float—Wonderbrook Farm
■ ¡t* , '
- i?
Umpires, Gay and Butland.
The float was adorned with red, white grocers was represented by a miniature
Trade float—Edward Lahar
Rainp^.ltè«a« >Inna -Chartier,’ Attendance 700.
and
blue
bunting.
Trade float—Eugene King
meat-shop float advertising " Clover Ethel, FuroveU,.. Elate Roberts, and
-Xa 2 3
5 6 7 18 »
Trade float—Larrabee’s Photo Dept Edward Lahar-r-A*. two-horse float BloSsom butter, Swift’ a smoked goods, Dorothy Elliot rode in Mr. Reino’« E. L. A. W. 0 4 9
0 ft ft 0 3-8
Decorated automobile—Elliot Rogers driven by Herbert H. A.bbotte Under lüncheon beef, Armour’s faricy ' sel^ M. F., which he.dreye himself. The car K. A. A. 0 0 0,
O.(
0S2
Fire department—Thomas B Reed Ce neath a canopy roof of red, white and eggs, bacon; sausages and hani. ' Ed wm decorated and draped Vfitii bunting
AFTERNOON
GAME
Klue
were
eighteen
bushel'
boxes
of
West Kennebunk
ward Gonneville and Walter Mitchell of thq n^tipnal colors. . 3^9. noticeable
Special mention should be made of bunch 'beets, beet greens, spinach, distributed samples of Sea Foam plaoards bore- tho words “You don’t Lawrence
AB. R. BH. PO. A. E
the entries by Carleton, Wakefield, lettuce, cucumbers, new., and sweet cookies. '
3 O1 0 0
' '■ ■
have to buy.tp b^w«|coinp at Raino’è” Leaver, c f
2 0 0 1
cf
Hudson, Rowe, Old Corner Grocery and potatoes, radishes,., squashes, peas,
Barrett’«-¿Big Ben monopolized Mr ¡and “Our bargain counters ran «11 over Cantillon,
Do£n,c
*4 8 Ö 12
0
the New England Telegraph and Tele string beans, celery, grape fruit, Barrett’s float, driven by Chas Denneljt. theStor«.^;;
5 3 2 0 8 8
Caffery, 2b
phone Co. * All will agree that thé com tomatoes, onions, lemons and oranges. Big Ben held court' on a pretty white Carl Remar—Two beys, .Rodney and Cunningham,
0 ?
5 0 0 W
mittee work was indeed difficult, ' for The float was 7 feet,. 6 inches' wide by platform under ah arch surrounded tyy , Harry Yeung, wearing; iRMks, carried Burkhart, I f
4 2 2 2 1 •
2 0
2‘ 0
each spectator must have had à differ thirty-five long with bunting draped palms.
■ ’
i a banner “High Grade Merchant Tailor Galloway, 3b
lb
1 2 10 Q-...
ent favorite among so many interesting down over the wheels. 'Hie long shelves River Meadow Farm—Mr Cowgill fen- —Carl Remar. ” Ths bojrs bor« a large Harrison,
Murphy, r f
1 I? 0 0 O’
were loaded with Marvel, „Imperial, téred àÿ delivery wagon loaded down and a small size stars and stripes.
floats'.
¡ Herzog, p
1• 0 0
0
' But before speaking of the "mercan-i Water Lily and Hatchet scanned goods with strawberries, tomato plants, . Greenleaf’« Cafe—Georg« Cooper
39 18 ’7° 27 It 3
tile exhibitions, first must be honored On the for,ward end of the float Miss pansies ' and other product« of his, drove M». GrsenlMf’s Reo, which was Totals
the veterans- of the Civil War. These Harriet May Abbott, who recently won scientific farming.
; : ;t . decorated with pink, white, and green
Kennebunk A. A.
grand old'solpiefs filled twb busses and first prize in a Portland cooking school,
Bodge’s—John Davis, Iszy Maling ridd ' bunting sad. ovorgrelb. With him ■ in
AB, R. BH. PO. A. E
.gave , the parade the real spirit, which was kneading bread of Fairy Queen Misses Edna and Véra Stevens rode on the c«f ware. Miene ¡Ruth . Cousens, Littlefield; Lf
4 0 0 2 9 1
would hive been lacking without them. flour. The rear' half represented a Bodge’s yellow and white float, the Margáret-Saaders, anf¿ Victoria Hall. H. Coombs, c f 4g ' Ó 0 Vi ' 0 9
1 9 5 ‘■W 9
May we have them With us fpr a Ipng meat shop with Edward R. Cutten, - wheels ..decorated to represent tragft, Th«
w«re in white suite ..and. thé Krumrucker, c
3b
3 0 0 8
2
time still to impress the proper refer Bert Saunders, Rodney Moulton and daisies« The girls, holding white pritef- .giríe'-ip.w^ite.dre««es. ..
; Barker,
3 0 1 ■ 4*
Foss; ss
2
ence for the day uppn\ the crowds wit George Qutten as clerks, sols,-distributed fire alarm'cards. Thé . /l^biefleld'e-TrA buainess fleet. : of Cole, 2b
3 0 9 1
T
nessing like .parades. .Present were: Eugene King—A two horse float, banners advocated Premiere;' Quality/ lavender «8ÍR, white containing Misses Towne, ¡tb
3 0 1 H w 1
1 0 0 ft’ ftV -9
Wm C Goodwin, Chas R j Littlefield, bearing a forge, ealking iron and anvil, Reputation and Défiance chocolates PersiaHawley, Marion Hill, and , Bea- Libby, r f
2 0 1 0 ir. 9
Clark;
r
f
Thomas L Reed, Joseph T, Brown, John driven by Arthur Burgess. Mr. King also “The House of Valué—Bódge’s-r-! trico Lord, driven by William Allen. Grant, p
1 0 0 ft? •ftr ■ 9
was
shoeing
a
fine
horse.
Eugene
King,
Gaddas, Wm Gowen, Hawy Rand, Hen
Mri-.Wñkafleí^’s -burihiMÍof clothing, Butland, p
the variety store.”
2 0 ft: 1ft 1 : 2
ry Lake, Chas F Tarbox, H F Curtis, Jr., Felix Boiichard, and Ellsworth Eastern Star—Misses Marión Hatch, hits, and «hoes in général wm advei29
Totals
1 8
19 19
Wm F Bowen, Geo O Cook, Oren F Emmons were also upon the float.
Maude Bragdon and Ralph Davis rode
Larrabee’s Photo, Dept.—A miniature in a surrey having bn either ‘«ide
. Waahingtea CamprrGeorge Patterson,
Robinson, W F Reed, Ezekiel Perry,
12 3 4 5 6 7 ¡8 9
Wallace Scott, Wm Campbell, iZeb float drawn by a Boston terrier, be large star of the national color«. * '■ Thé? rj^^leht, Wm. AlHsbn, pMt district
L. A. W. 2 1 ,0 3 4 • 1 0 9. 2-18
Cushman, George À Jennisón, Warren longing to his driver, the little .Benson team was decorated with red and white.- '^pM|iÍMt efYork Cotyntÿi'Herry Clark, K.
A. A. 0 0 0 ft 9 9 1 »;) 04
Howard, Eli Waterhouse, E T ¡Harden. boy. The, tiny express wagon was and a draped flag hung in ther reari
trea^nroF» Cbririei He^aaspector, and
Summary:
Two base hits, Burkhart 2,
flag bswr«r rode in' a Murphy, —
Kennebunk Band—Willis Watson, draped with the national,* colors and. Tèa Shop—-The entry was a delivery
Towne, /Three ba^ t HUsa
snrr«y tepranenting th«' Patriotic Order Harrison. Struck put by Her^M| by
solo Clarinet; Earl Daniell, clarinet, roofed with two large colored photo wagon coveted Véith flags:
• ;
Grant I, by Butland 2. Brise .pfl
Archie Littlefield,' solo cornet; Gran graphs advertising photbgaaphy.,
Mousam Water Go?—Mr Waist ‘ holds- of Son« of America.
Bowdoin*« Pharmacy—Miss Betina by Butland f. Stolen base^HfAvpj,
ville Graves, George 1 Ward, Russell Elliot Rogers—A .Packard car deco the record for the number of entries.
Burkhart, Galloway,’Krtimriii^^^.®^« ■
Carter, cornet; Harold Bourne:, solo rated with yellow chrysanthemums, Òn the large. Water Cb-tráck #«re^ Hahy, the «nly i^rlte drive an auto in ker.
Hit by pitched haUz’DblamwNTl '*"
alto; George Tomlinson; baritone; Oscar driyen by John King with John Rogers, James Paúl, driver; Mi we« Grace the parade, «ntef«d her car fe r Bowdoin.: Umpires, Gay and Butland«.
Attendance
900
With:harw«roi
iJv«l|>
Bowdoin,
?ttn
Mitchell, Walter Hobbs, trombone; Ed both in livery. ' In the tonneau were Hall, Sarah Wright; Laura Knight;

Our Celebration of the
Glorious Fourth
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a single question. The scholars who. each one personally; feed their minds
have the best lessons are the .most con?., and hearts with spiritual things. Let
DEVOTKD TO THE GENERAL
stant in attendance. They are eager them go home with soul aglow and they
INTERESTS QF YORKCOUNTY.
for the session. I am sure that parents will come again.
can do muCh to interest their children > 6. The successful school has an in
Issued every Wednesday by
if they go at it in.the tight way. Patient terest in the scholars outside tlje school.
ANNIE JOYCE CREDIFORD
persistent and systematic effort is It watches over them. It seeks to pro
Editor and Publisher
needed to succeed. Five pr ten minutes mote their prosperity and happi ness in
Printed at The Enterprise Press
Office
a day given to the iessón would help every Jgay. If absent the teacher
Kennebunk, Maine.
wonderfully. Surely the splendid re sends a note, and, if possible, follows'it
One Year, in Advance ... .11.00
sults
children ought to be an up with a personal .visit. ' They' are
Three Months...................
.29
incentive. Thé child is well worth the made to feel that they are known and
Single Copies, 3 Cents.
effort The parents, Unless’unavoidably missed when absent Simmons 500 in
Advertising Rates made known on
/
prevented, should take the child to one class; |
application.
7< ,/Othdr means which, will help
church and stay to the Sunday School.
Correspondence is desired from any
interested parties, relative to town
Parental authority should be .exercised. make the Sunday School a success will '
and county matters.
The, likes and dislikes, While they should suggestjthemselves. I am sure that a.
be consulted, ohght not affect the final school which has the characteristics
A first-class printing plant in con
conclusion. Gentle compulsion should mentioned is prosperous ap.d will accom
nection. All work done promptly
plish a result corresponding- to a high
and in up-to-date style.'
Joeused.,
...
5. The . Sunday School is not the chil standard. Its members will “shine
,Wednesday, july 8 1914
dren's church. -It is a part Of thé above the brightness of the- firmament
church.. Both parents should attend. and as the stars forev'er and ever.- ”He
that is wise wanneth souls.” and they
What agencies contribute toward s The.,organized adult class is helping to
The Successful Sunday School
who feed the flock of .Christ shall ‘when
solve
the
problem
of
getting
the
men
successful Sunday School?
the chief Shepherd’ appears ^‘receive a
, 1. The pastor is the official head’ of and" Women into the Sunday School. crown of glory that fadeth not away.”
7 T. “The successful Sunday School the Sunday School. He is also its The parents, in the home, have the first I Peter 5:4.
achieves some measure of what it at spiritual leader and “shepherd keeper.” .opportunity. .During the early years
tempts. It accomplishes its aim; .se If he is indifferent the Sunday School' they have a constant influence and the
cures a result'oorresponding somewhat cannot,reach its largest usefulness. He right of authority.
Wells Depot
to its purpose?..........
may help in securing proper organiza III. Let us think of -the means by
2. It is possible to attain what we tion, by keeping in sympathetic touch which success may be secured and
Mrs. Mae Oakes and Miss Dora Adahis
desire and intend and not gain the high with the superintendent; by words of maintained.
est sùéeeSS becausé our aim may be encouragement from the pulpit and by 1. Perfection is a word at which we of Lynn were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
low* Uftris;. therefore, well to inquire public prayer for the Officers, teachers, shy. Why should we? Jesus used ,it./ H. W. Ricker over Sunday,
what hrthe aim of ïhe^èuccessful Sun scholars and parents, by preaching on Absolute perfection is not demanded, of, Mr. and Mrs,, Samtael Fleming have
day school?
the work. He may aid in securing us. It is beyond our reach, but Jesus returned, from their vacation.
L It is to teach the “first principals good teachers ; in promoting their train makes use of the word for a purpose. A
Mrs. Sullivan Hatch of" Beverly,of the doctrines of Christ;” to clearly ing by his présence andJ activity'in the perfect instrument answers the purpose Mass., called on friends here recently.
and simply set before the Scholars the school; by maintaining • a teachers’-, for which it wqs made.
Should not The seepnd chapter of Titus was the
elementary truths of Christianity and meeting and by suggesting ways and every worker -in thé Sunday ' School
foundation of a fine sermon delivered
Shus prepare the mind .for the deeper means to raise money for the work. He earnestly and eagerly strive to bring
by Pastor Lawrence, Sabbath morning
teachings of thé’Gospel. ’'
has a vital relation to thè t selection of -the school up to the standard for which at the Baptist church. .Theme: “You
2. Thé aim‘ ‘of * thé Sunday School the library and determining what it exists? When Mr. Alliston, the artist,
that succeeds feto make it easier for periodicals shall be used in 4he school. died, he left many unfinished pictures. are the Church. ” Topic of<the-eveiiing
was “Fellowship with Christ. ”
the pulpit to lead its members to a more In aiding the school he will contribute Some of them-- were merely Sketches.
Mrs. Leslie Storer of Wells Beach
compréhensive knoWJédge of God and to the greater efficiency’of his Own pas Here and - there were places finished
spent the Fourth with/her parents, Mr.
divine things. The Work done in this torate.
with marvelous beauty. In1 our work and Mrs. C. H. Littlefield. '
■ ’
school directs to the means by which
in-■ the ? Sunday school .there are some
2.
The
superintendent
is
a
chief
growth in grace and knowledge of our
things dane better than others, but if
factor
in.
securing
the
Success
of
the
Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. 2 Peter
we can reaCh à- higher degree of per Speech Delivered by Daniel' W^. Per
school.
He
needs
to
be
a
man
of
vision
3:18 mdy be secured. /
kins at,the Flag Raising at the Dia
able to see and suggest hew 'ideas, to fection in some-particulars may we not,
3. Theproduct of this school is seen possess executive ability to catty out if the effort is hopefully made, accom
mond Match Factory July 4
in the lives of those who are ever grow- his plans. He is the leader. The officers plish, more?' Let us not be aiscouràged
. ing up.into, Christ in all things and be- and teachers have a right.tò look to him in our effort to reach the highest
ing fashioned according “to the same for coupsei and advice. ' If he would be achievements.
A. friend called on Fellow Employees' of the Diamohd
im^ge.from glory, unto glory, eveh as ready always to give the necessary in Michael Angelo, who was finishing a Match Company, and Fellow citizens of
by. the spirit of the Lord. ’ ’
struction he must be thoughtful, earnést statué; Sòme time afterwards he called the great North American . Républic,
4. Here Jesus Christ and Him and fully alive, to the responsibilities Of again.’ The sculptor was still at work. the Unftèd. States of America./
crucified is set forth before I the minds his position. He must be prayerful, His frièfid exclaimed, “You have been It is fitting that wp -should commem
of the children and others in a way to studious, and fully consecrated to toe ’ idlésincel last saw you.” <<sBy no orate this our. one hundred and thirty
enable then) to’distinctly understand Lord and to His work. Success depends means,” replied the sculptor, “I have ninth national birthday by unfurlipg to
the significance of His atoning death. largely upon his enterprise. The-inter*» retouched this part, and polished that; the breeze this beautiful emblem of our
5. « When those who have the advan estspf the school should be in his I have softened this feature, and Country. One hundred and thirty
tage/ of the instruction furnished in thoughts much during the week. His brought out that .muscle ; and I have' eight years ago today this great Repub
this school do take their stand for Christ mind must be open to fresh , suggestions 'given more expression to this lip, and lic came into existence _ born of the
they, will z<b$ réçdy alway to give an for its improvement. ‘The field of daily more energy’to that limb.;, “Well, principal that all men are created free
answer to every man that* asketh a life is rich, in suitable material zfor apt said his friend, “but these are trifles. ” and equal and pledged to defend that
reason of .the hope that is in them with illustrations. ■ Some One suggests that ‘Tt maÿ be so, ” replied Angelo, “but principle.
We set out upon our destined journey
meekness and fear. ”• 1 Peter 3:15.
“a seed planted draws to itself nourish recóllect’that trifles make perfection,
6. The successful school.creates a ment from soil, air and rain* and groks and that perfection igno trifle, ” If we and are still \ on our wayti the best re
hunger and thirst after the knowledge to vigorous planthood. But if there be are to have a successful Sunday' school public, the best Coup try ^we think, of
oe God’s ¡'word. ' This is accomplished no seed sown, thé nourishment from; we must give consideration to sòme which histor^ gives anyaccount; but
our march has not been one of continu
by instilling a profound Reverence for those, sources remains latent. Let a minor matters.
ous joy and triumph, many and sérions
it. . They are made tb realize .that this superintendent put the «lesson in his
2. ’ Punctual and regular attendance difficulties have been, met and disposed
volume is not man’s invention, “butas mind on Monday as a seed,. and he Wifi
Begin thé school of however, righteously, in a manner
it is in truth, the word of God, which be surprised how, from numerous and pròihotès' success.
effectually worketh also in those who unsuspected sources, during the week*, * promptly, have the teachers in their which up to now, has held us to our.
places, ready for their work with lesson course and saved us from disintegra
believe and obey. 1 Thess. 2:13. '
there come, to him facts, bints, similes,* well in "hand and mind-concentrated up
tion and destruction, but try as we may
^7.
It inculcates. sincerity and
comparisons, and in short all «that* fié on the task, ready to begin. If neces 'we cannot despel the thought that ¡had
thoroughness. The Scholars are urged
needs for an* effective* closing address, ’ ’ sity calls'for a teacher’s absence a sub
the founders of this great nation carried
not to assumé* that what they hear is
There must be something clearly fixed stitute’should be provided as éarly as
fact,.but are fencouragéd to investigate
in the mind to illustrate;'
..*./* possible sò as1 to. give ample time -for thé great .principles and high ideals
the matter for themselves. . Like the
with which( they presented their case to
preparation to teach that particular
3.
The'
teacher
is
indispènsible
to
people in Berea of whom Luke said
the nations of the world (into - practice,
lesson
toAhat
class.
they had a superior quality of mind to the success of .the school. He should
much that is sad, in our history, much
those in Thess. because of their candor have the personal expérience of the . 3. _ A successful school is systematic. that seems like retribution, might have
divine
power
of
thé
Gospel.
He
should
Everything
is
arrangéd
so
as
to
have
no
and détermination to know the truth
•been avoided. We . declared our belief
for themselves* “These,” he, says, know that he is saved. As we would distraction. Every thing is'donê accord- in the principle that all men. aré created
not
think
of
employing
an
unregener

ing.tq due order and at the proper time. free and equal; and /pledged ourselves
“were more noble than those in Thessalonica, in that they received the word ated minister to . preach the. Unsearch From thé beginning to the enfi of the to secure these rights to all, and yet re
with all readiness of mind,, and searched able riches of Christ; J thé teaching session there. is ¡¡order; no ,running tained'chatte) slavery.- We protested
the Scripture , daily, whether thbse should be by men and women who know aboût after bopks ; no interruption dur that taxation without representation
things were so. * Acts 17:lh “There Christ as a Saviour. The book from ing, thé ¡teaching hour. A place for was unjust yet fróm the start and up
fore \many of them believed; and of/ Which they teach is the Bible; a everything and everything in its place ; to the present have refused enfranchise
honorable women .which were, Greeks, holy and spiritual book. The. Spirit, a" time for Everything at the proper ment to women, thé very bulwark of
and of men not a few. ” Verse 12. They not of^this world, is necessary to under time js a good mptto. Letali (things be the home, society and bation. For
reaped the natural result of ^studying stand it; especially the deep things of done decently and in order, in a'Godlike more, than four score years We pérïpitthe word of God seriously, candidly, God. Then the life of thé teacher, .eyeh manner; ‘‘for God is notrhe author of ted the traffic in human souls and
carefully and devoutly. They believed. more than thè instruction should be a confusion, but of peace.” 1 Cor." 14: through the medium "of thé auction
8. • The successful school teaches* its convincing argument . of the truth 33, 46. ,
'block husbands and'Wives wéfe torn
scholars to honor and respect the Lord’s taught. It is by practice as. Well as by
Good singing goes a long/way to pro asunder and separated forever, Children
pay. They do, not attempt to bind them precept; by examplein addition .to ex mote success. ■ Cheerful,, sparkling', snatched from mothers’ arffis and* lost
with ihinute rules. and regulations, but hortation that We may turn . many to triumphant song-singing intelligently' to them “till the time of thé great re
they teach i them the underlying princi righteousness. If the ' teaçher would and in the spirit. Sing with animation. union.
For this departure, ¡from tlie
pled of Sabbath keeping. Thé scholars stimulate study on the papà of the Everything that depresses-.or* dejects principle proclaimed by the founders of
are shown the peculiar'benefits of ob scholars, and arouse them to search the •should be avoided.
What enlivens/ the republic, we païd an awful price iñ
serving the Sabbath. While the com Scrip ture Sjhemustbe a diligent stu profits and inspires should be selected. anguish and loss of ;' fathers, hd^bands,
mand, “Remember the Sabbath day and dent of. the word himself; bring some Let the Psalms, hymns and spiritual sons and treasure. The righting of the
keep it holy,A’ is emphasized*, the thing fresh every Sabbath, things new songs be sung with grace in the heart wrong to women Is in a fair way of
blessednesS of obedience is so held forth and old. " Some teachers are remark making 'melody unto the Lord. Col. speedy consummation. . One other
that they “call the Sabbath a delight, able for the happy manner of illustrat 3:16. Eph. 2:19. Glorify, God’in, the great evil, the reaL desintegating
. the holy of the Lord, honorable.” ing thé lessons. The’ secret will‘be service of praise.
agency of this nation and of evbiy
found in the fact that they go through -5* The successful school.is made at nation alive and dead, is the fostering
Isaiah,58; 13,14.
the
week
’
with
their.
Sunday
school
9. In this school the missionary
tractive. There is something to d?aw of the traffic in intoxicating liquors.
spirit is infused. The Master “went spectacles on, by which I mean they the boys and girls, and .provision is That a great nàtion should/ arrange to
about doing good;” His apostles “went, fill their mind with the text of the next made for youth and older people. It derive revenue from a business having
everywhere” proclaiming the glad tid lesSon early in the week. ''Çbey are òp ’has a grip on the- men. There is nothing but one result, and that result the de
ings. When His Spirit breathes in the the look-out evepy day,fdi: such things about Christ that is répulsive. He basement of her citizens is inexcu/sibly
hearts and lives of those Who are prop as willjllustrate the points they désire draws the-sinner and. captures the saint. wrongs and. will not’/go unpunished,
erly instructed they will long to reach to make. It will jaolt do 'to' wait, Until He appeals /to the learned and un among other mistakes or inconsistenees
‘ those in distant fields 'and bring them Sunday morning, or even; to Saturday learned; He has an invitation for- the which may be* mentioned.
in. ,Nor do they neglect the home field night.
sinner, comfort for the. believer; there The delegating to‘private partiés the
for they see its vital connection with 4. The school will not reach the high is-a place in His heart for the young. If management of our currency aftér de
the successful evangelisation of the est efficiency without the active cooper He is-lifted up He will draw all 'classes claring that to Congress bélongs thé
'ends of the earth. They are not only ation of the parents. - Théir life and to Himself. • “With the cords of a man coinage of money, and the regulation of
. taught to do and to give but to do so in example have a moulding influehce up- With the bands of love,” with /loving the valué thereof,^ through this lapse,
a right spirit; that the amount of ser- on the children. That- influence is ex kindness He is drawing all men. Present oùr circulating medium has been 'tne
. vice or the size of the gift is not the erted when they are in the plastic state. a whole Christ by lip and life and He sport of gamblers.'’from our birth. Out.
main thing, but the will with which it There is no human influence as. power will be the magnet that will capture. of these fundamental errors have7 no
is performed. The Lord loveth a cheer ful as that of the parents. Their, at Some one has said “To so present re doubt grown the evidences of insincerity
ful doer and giver. Every service and tendance and interest depend to a large ligion by our lips and lives than only its which have at various times during bur
gift should be proceeded and follqwed extent upon the. parents. : Much , of the restraints and checks are seen,, is as career caused a sensé of sháme to the
with prayer. The blessing of God ih- irregularity and indifférence/ is due to though one should confine a description careful observer.
spires old and young with ' unselfishness ''parental carelessness. Parents, may of the United States io the police; ” ' In closing; I repeat it is fitting indeed
^and leads them into a more noble man help the teacher by teaching the Jesson Let. the pastor, the superintendent, that this great 1 corporotion, inter
hood and womanhood and to greater to the children at home. No child .likes officers and teachers meet the scholars national in its scope affid in, participa
usefulness. .
to go to the class unprepared. You with radiant face and a kind word. tion with its employees of- many
10.In the successful school they ape
cannot blame them for not. wishing to Make the lesson interesting,' present nations, should Unfurl this beautiful
taught to respect the minister “to es- sit through the lesson unable- to, answer Christ in all His attractiveness, grip banner on this anniversary of our birth
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teem him very highly in love for his
works sake. ” 1 Thess. 5:14. I am not
saying that a$/a man he is worthy òf
mòre' honor ¿thano^ier men. The
Scripture rule is:“ “Honor all mên.
Love the brotherhood. Fear God.1
Honor the King.” 1 Peter 2:^?. “And
we beseech you, brethren, to know
them which labor among you, and are
_____
over
you in the Lord,..and admonish
you; and to esteem them very highly
in love for their works, sake. 1 Thess.
5:12, 13. it is the office that demands
peculiar" respect, and the man who
occupies it, and faithfully', 'fulfils his
duty, shares in the honor. Some min
isters indulge inhabits that loafer àie
dignity of . the office. If' a minister is
impolite, vulgar, uses tobacco and
slang, or behaves in an un-Christ-like
Way he forfeits esteem. The man and
the office is associated. The dignity of
the one is involved with the pther.

q We re expert surgeons to sick watches
and clocks. We positively ^guarantee our
repairing.
You need not fear to trust us
with the most costly timepiece.
We charge very low prices for the best
workmanship.

Barrett the Jeweler
* Kennebunk, Maine

We Hit High
Prices Right
On the Head

Try Us—
Best Goods
In Everything

HARDWARE

When you want RIGHT tools, CHEAP household utensils, GOOD
paints and varnishes, nails, kitchen ware, stoves, hinges, screws, bolts,
knives and a hundred other things GOME HERE. You’ll SAVE
MONEY.
\

JOHN W. LORD
Post Office Square

• KENNEBUNK, MAINE

Save Money !
Buy Your
Tires of Us!

►/A A '

A*
* *-

1

HIS garage carries a large stock
of tires—the kind that really
wear longest and are cheapestx
You won4 j be bothered with tire
trouble on long runs if you benefit by
our experience In tires.
< Drop a postal for eur circulars
Better still, talk tires with us in per
son right off. We’ll put you wise.

T

, We make
tires.
prices.

a specialty of selling

All sizes.

Best grades.

reliable

Lowest list

We can convince you.

DON CHAMBERLIN
Every B/a6ch qf Automobile Servìcè
MAIN STREET
and as the product of our capital and
labor goes out, to flash the light of
warmth and glow to ¡the', mations of the
earth, may it not in a way, symbolize
the time, when every nation under the
sun freed from king-craft and priest
craft, all can and ¡seeming; may be
united under one flag, perhaps the>

KENNEBUNK MAINE
white flag of the noble W. C. T. U,
possibly the great enfolding red flag of
socialism, the flags of all preexisting
nations waving in the ranks as memen
toes of the evolution, which has made
us one nation with one creed, “Love to
God and love to man,” one motto and
active motive^ “The greatest good to
all.”

i£ENNßBUNKENTERPRJ8& KENNEBUNK.JVÍE.
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Local News
k

Mr. and Mrs. Perley D. Greenleaf
are at Gardiner, Me., for a few days.
Adelbert Watkins of Roxbury, Mass.,
is stopping for a vacation with his aunt,
Miss Helen Richards,
Mrs. Harold Grant is now employed
as pianist in the Acme Theatre after
Miss Potter’s resignation.

In Touch With Friends At Home
“OfjCOurse we are ^oing to 'Cape Cod again this summer, bu*
that dosen’t mean that you and I are to be separated all the
time. You must call me np occasionally, and I’ll call you, too—
it sa easy to make a toll call, you know. Are you really going to
visit the Adam’s? Thats simply fine—you and Ned must visit
us also. Nell is going to Cape Ann as usual and Fred and his
wite will be in thè Berkshires. They’ll be. glad when you call
them. I like to talk with all the old crowd every week—it's so
much better than letters, and wd* don’t lose track ‘ of our set,
either..

Mrs. Edna Kretchman, who has been
engaged as milliner at the HardenDavis store the past' season, returned
to her home at Lisbon Falls last Satur
day.
Edward Cuttin suffered a fainting
spell while at the ball game Saturday
afternoon. Edward Lahar' at once
summoned Dr. F. C, Lord, who went
home with the patient. No sickness,
however, followed this momentary
faintness, and Mr. Cuttin was soon as
well as ever.

Local News

Men and Boys

The regular swimming season opened
Miss Vinnie Pierce has had a screen
here Monday and a number of young
protection put about her piazza
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Carleton are visit men and boys were at the popular old
swimming hole up the river The water
ing Mr. and Mrs. Edward Garvin.
wSs too low for much diving but what
Miss Mena Smeal of Philadelphia is there was oflt was warm enough for
visiting her cousin, ¿Mrs Dana Dens an enjoyable plunge The raft is being
more
launched and anchored this week and
Mrs Eli; Waterhouse is .^pending a the big cable strung across for rings,
few weeks’ vacation with her sister in trapeze, etc> The spring board is being
Vermont
lowered for younger boys
Mr Fred Kilgore and sop Hobart reContestants for the industrial activi
turned from their visit to Fall River, ties continue to enroll and the interest
Mass, Monday
deepens noticeably as competition in
Mr and Mrs Earl Brown of Brockton, creases The good news that; York
Mass, were the holiday guests of rela County is to have a farm demonstrator
tives at Wells Branch
under the auspices of the State College
Miss Marion Hill left last night for of Agriculture spurs the boys and girls
an extended visit with Miss Alice Went on to even greater efforts and when he
arrives he will find a band of young
worth at Kennebunk Beach
Mr and • Mrs Wallace .» Winslow of people in Kennebunk, ^Kennebunkport
Portland were the guests of Mr and and Wells ready to assist him loyally
Mrs P D Greenleaf over the holiday

Camp is all the talk among the boys
Mr Asbury Simpson gof LaWrence, about town now and a meeting of all
Mass, spent the week-end with his sis of them who are interested, will be held
ter, Miss Lucy Simpson, at the Land in the club room tomorrow (Thursday)
evening at 8 o’clock to talk over all the
ing
details and find out who can go Several
Mr and Mrs Frank Moynihan of Marl
local committeemen are looking up
There is no charge on a toll call
boro, Mass, were the week-end guests
prospective camp sites, arranging for
of her parents, Mr and Mrs James Day
if you don’t get the person asked for
tents, etc A week in camp under sup
of the Landing
ervision is an ideal s outing and all
KMr Louville Jellison of Bridgewater, I parents should consider the matter
Thompson’s huge display window Mass, who has been the guest of his
seriously
this week contains an exhibition of daughter,! Mrs Charles Hatch, Grove
Special afternoon fo* boys and for
courses, text books, testimonials and strpet, returned to his home Sunday
girls at the playground for supervised
other data of the International Corres
LOST—A handbag with a sum of recreation are being arranged and wHl
pondence School at Scranton, Pa.
Robert S. Maling now located in the money Wednesday afternoon betweeri start next Wednesday afternoon at 3
new Hill Block at Biddeford is the I. Lunge’s block and the lower end of o’clock for girls of all ages Sand pits
C. S/ representative for York County. Brown street Finder please leave at for little ones will be ready where
mothers can leave their children to play
Any ambitious ydung man or woman Enterprise office
who may wish to compete in the N. S,
Mrs Joseph Noble of Nashua, N H, while they sew, read, rest or take pari
Civil Service examination this fall may who conducts an antique store in the in the games Thursday will be the
choose among twp hundred and seventy- Cousens block opposite the town hall, boys’ turn It is hoped some swings,
five courses.
arrived Monday, evening to open up teeter boards, etc, may be added soon
Donations would not be refused
We notice that the morn of the her business for the summer
Fourth was scheduled to be ushered in
Mr Waddington and family have
with a‘‘peel” of bells. This is surely
moved from the tenement over the Old
springing a new one on us. We have
Corner Grocery to the house on York
heard of corn-huskings, potato-parings,
street, formerly occupied by Everett
and clam-shuckings, but never, never Littiefield, which he has purchased
has the person appeared who could
Miss May Allison was a visitor in
Misses Dorothy and Esther Sayward,
“peel” bells. Evidently we are be
town
this week
hind the times, for some ingenious in who have been visiting Miss Mariam
Mr and Mrs Frank M Barrett went to
Burke
on
Storer
St.,
have
returned
to
ventor must have devised a remarkable
Portland today
instrument by which the tender skin of Portland and Miss Bnrke has left for
Beachwood
until
the
end
of
the
season.
Miss Ruth Cousens is visiting her
the bell can be “peeled” off.
May we
Mr and Mrs Elkins of Farmington, aunt, Mrs Virginia Allen at Altdn Bay,
beseech the “bell peelers” to place the
#
“peelings” removed during their revels N H, spent the holiday with her par N. H.
Mr and Mrs J O Elwell left Kenne
in the waste cans, conveniently placed ents,’ Mr and Mrs Albra Littlefield
about our streets. This is essential,. Miss Mary Toolan of Dover wilt visit bunk today for a two weeks trip to
we assert, because peelings ordinarily them this week Ernest Littlefield has Carrabasset, Me.
returned to Lawrence, after a visit
are fatal to public uprightness.
Mr George Holmes of Sanford passed
/ the Fourth with his cousin, Mrs Blanche
Miss Natalie Rogers was hostess to a with his parents
Former patrons of the afternoon teas Potter on Main street.
company of friends Monday evening at
her home on Summer street in celebra served at the First Parish church have
Miss Ethel Bentley of Swampscott,
tion of her thirteenth birthday, Her expressed pleasure at the continuance Mass, gave a most enjoyable solo at.
guests were Misses Elizabeth Dwight, of them this, summer. The opening the church at Cape Porpoise.
Mary Marshall, Mary Bennett, Evelyn will be on Thursday, July 16th, and on
Mr William Allison is the oldest mem
Smith, Margaret Dane, Gwendolyn each Thursday from 3.30 to 5.30 o’clock ber of the Kennebunk Division of
To The People of Kennebunk and Vicinity
Lambert, Frances Webb, Grace Hall, during July and August.
Washington Camp, P O S of A, having
Sarah Wright, Ruth Bowdoin, Agnes
Miss Susan Thompson was hostess to joined the order at Pottsville, Pa in
I wish to announce that I have rented the Studio formerly oc
Titconib, .Mary Cole, Dorothy Elliot, a party of friends at the McLellan 1867
Dorothy Barker, Esther Hawkes, Elsie House for dinner/ Saturday.
Her
cupied by Mr. Whitcomb and will operate it in connection
Miss Maud Howard and Mrs Myrtle
Roberts,
Irma Chartier, Shirley Hatch, guests were Misses Carrie Remich,
with my Sanford Studio.
.Cousens were among the Kennebunk
Louise Adams, Dorothy Taylor, and Kate Lord, Annie Nason, Mrs. Sarah peolple visiting Old Orchard the Fourth
We shall open on July ist with a line of films for all cameras.
Mr. John Rogers.
After Miss Rog Cram and Mrs. Wm. Barry.
Miss Maud Howard returned to her
Will do finishing for the Amatur and produce the same higfi
ers received her friends at half past
The thoughtless rider of a Twin In
seven, they played various parlor dian was seen on' the sidewalk on Slim home in Springfield, Mass, after spend
grade Portraits for which the Geai;y Studio has always been
games until about nine, when the ap mer street recently while the road was ing a Yew days with Mrs Myrtle Cousens
noted
/•
pearance of refreshments of ices and so muddy. To be sure he slowed down
“The| Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary”
cakes engrossed them until-taking leave when passing ladies and actually turned will be given at Mousam opera house
BE NEIGHBORLY
at nine thirty.
out into the street for a moment while next Monday under the auspices of the
We are always glad to show the work whether you wish a set
he went by a baby carriage; but the Pythian Sisters
Deputy
Sheriff
Jones
of.
Kennebunk
ting or not.
possesses an interesting photograph fact that the signs do not’Say motor-, ' The Rev Myron P Dickey went to
L. G. GEARY
taken by Goshen of the Bijou Studio, cycles are prohibited does not mean Portland yesterday accompanied by Dr
Biddeford. With Deputy Sheriff Jones that these or even autos may make F C Lord to undergo an operation for
in the picture are Sheriff Frank Irving boulevards of the sidewalks.
appendicitis by Dr Brock at the Maine
and Deputy Thomas Cullinan, Gran
At a little before noon Sunday, Main Geesral hospital
ville Murphy and Herbert Smith. street witnessed quite a bit of excite
The Delta Alpha class of the Congre
These men are standing before a high ment in a collision between two Fords,
gational church was very pleasantly,
pile of whiskey, rum and gin in forty a roadster and a touring car.
The
entertained by their teacher, Mrs
One Horse Work Wagon and five gallon kegs and jugs from one smaller car Was rolling down the street Joseph
Hammond, at the Landing Tues
to,five gallons in capacity, all stacked at eight miles** an hour, so the driver
There were fifteen
One Store Wagon
before the rum room at Biddeford. swears. Just above Col. Charles R. day ¡evening
present
After
the
regular business
From i, seventy-five to one hundred Littlefield’s, however, the second Ford
One Horse Sled
gallons in bottles were not carried out tried to pass and swung in too soon, so of the class a social hour was enjoyed,
side for this picture. One hundred and that its right rear hub caught the left after which the guests were invited to
Everybody wants his One Store Pung
five gallons of this seized liquor were front hub of the first car. The force the dining room and rofreshmeuts were
captured by Deputy Sheriff Jones re of the collision wrenched the wheel from daintily served In the center of the
One Sleigh
Glasses Rightand wants
cently at the Iron Bridge. Instead of the driver of the roadster, and his car table was a large “plant” which was
laden with “wild rose's” which were
The Above in Good Condition being turned into a sewer as formerly,, took a wild path up on the side walk distributed to the guests by Mrs Ham
them Promply
all confiscated liquors are now shipped with the wheels on the right side run
to Boston where the alcohol is extract ning along a low terrace ’ on Dr. mond and which proved to be dainty
ed.
Thus the county derives quite a Hawkes’s lawn. Then the »Ford—still creations of ribbon Mrs Hammond has
Our Glases are made for
been an earnest worker in the interests
little profit (from these seizures.
following its own wild inclinations, of her class, ¡who 'greatly appreciate
carefully taken measureReginald Harford and Walter Kelley, dashed between a telegraph pole and the interest shown them The next
ments; Each customer is
owner of the “Star of the East,’’ a stone post on the street side and a huge meeting will be with Mrs Clarence Web
York
Street
assured of the right optic
two and a half horse, high-speed, rac maple on the lawn, concluded" its ex ber of Dane street
al effect; the greatest
ing boat, took a long cruise together hibition by shaving off a heavy gate
comfort; thé best style.
We reprint the following appeal to Sunday. At the crack of dawn they frost by Col, Littlefield’s driveway, and
In
the good people ,of Maine made by boarded the “Star,” which was moored returned calmly to the street.
Governor Haines ’ for contributions to in the Kennebunk river behind the Tar this roadster was a young man and
box estate at the Landing. Mr. Kelley woman, while in the other were two
suffers in the Salem fire:
168 Main Street
The
Waterville, Me., July 6, 1914. 7’ cranked up his powerful engine, and men, two women, and a boy.
25c a gallon for paint is about $2,50
the two were soon speeding down the owuerof this larger car is manager of on 'the ayerage 'job, and lots of men
To the People of Maine:
I
Maine
Biddeford,
The great fire which recently occurred stream and out past the breakwater the New England Auto Top Co. at 191 waited last year for that; but they
in Salem, Mass., has caused a great Boone Islandward. Mr. Harford claims Huntington Ave., .Boston, but all de didn’t reckon; they got mad; wouldn’t
amount of loss and suffering to the that the trip but was made in twenty clined to give their names. The road pay it
people of that city, and it seems to me seven minutes, forty-two and eleven ster suffered only a cut tire, a displaced
There are* times to getz mad and re
fitting and proper that the people of hundredths seconds flat, the distance spring, and a slight trouble in the steer fuse to pay; but when one’s .property
Maine who are able should be given an being judged at anywhere from ten to ing gear after its mad course, thus needs protecting is no time to get mad
opportunity to aid them in their time of fifteen miles. The two voyagers landed bearing out the claim that the Ford is and- not paint
need and' suffering, and I earnestly on the Island and were shown all over the toughest little car made. Accord
Getting mad doesn’t do any good to
recommend that such as feel able the light tower by the obliging* keeper. ing to the Main road laws, the driver of
your property; paint do®’ ft ¡good by
make a contribution for that purpose to ¿Few people, by the way, realize that the touring car was entirely t’o' blame.
keeping out Water; no water no rot; no
Hon. Charles H. Osgood, Lewiston, Boone Island light and the one at St. Constable Greenleaf acted as mediator
53 Main St
Biddeford Maine, treasurer of the National Red Augustine, Fla., are tfre only two first- between the two owners in a discussion paint, some water and rot; and a little
rot is more than enough to make a man
Cross Society of Maine. , Any charity class light houses on the Atlantic coast. which resulted in the responsible driver
liberal towards his painter and paint
which may be extended to these people The trip homeward would have been buying the other a new tire at Don
Paint costs not a cent. | All the paint
Chamberlain
’
s
and
agreeing
to
pay
made
in
even
better
time,
it
is
believed,
I
know
will
be
much
appreciated
by
the
Buying Stock*.
Willis—“There are two ways of buy citizens of our mother commonwealth, but the “Star” was briefly disabled by whatever the bill for repairs lit the Ford in the world, so Jong as it keeps out
a slight disorder in her eleventh cylin Boston plant might be— quite a little water, costs not a cent
ing stocks. One is to buy outright * Massachusetts»
''
DEVOE
Gillis—“Yes; the other i* to buy 1»
der. The two arrived home that night, variety to the ordinarily peaceful walk
William T. Haines,
wrong.”—Puck.
H E LUNGE sells it
down to the mail on Sunday
however, despite this delay.
Governor of Maine.
Frank T. Littlefield, who is employed
at A. W. Meserve’s Drug Store ;has
been admitted as a member to the
Mairie Pharmaceutical
Association,
.which met at Bangor, July 1 and 2.
This Association is composed of drug
gists throughout the State, who assem
ble regularly to discuss matters of
mutual benefit and advance. A. W.
Meserve is treasurer of the Association.

New England Telephone

and Telegraph Company

The Store Evcybody Talks About!

We are showing the finest line of silks,
laces and fancy goods. We do all

Local News

kinds of plaiting and cover all sorts of
buttons.

BIDDEFORD REMNANT STORE

Public Library Notes
Owing to th? difficulty ih qbtaining
new fiction, beginning July 1 the booksj
of fiction added to the Library this year
in the adult department will be circu
lated one week only instead of two as
has been the custom. The books will
not be subject to renewal or exchange,
but may be reserved by payment of one
cent for a post card notification.
The following is a list of books
effected by this change;
Hager, Johnson, J65h
Spanish Gold, (Birmingham, B53
Strength of the Hills, Wilkinson, W65s
Coyston Family, Ward, W213w
Man who Bucked up, Howard, H834
Moving Finger, Oppenheim, Op5f
T. Tembarom, Burnett, B931t
Squaw Man, Feversham, F27
Fighting Blade, Dix, Df>4f
Broken Halo, Barclay, B23h
House of Happiness, Bosher^ B65h
Cap’n Dan’s Daughter, Lincoln. L631C
It Happened in Egypt, Williamsori,
W673e
When Ghost Meets Ghost, De Morgan,
1 D341g
’
Partners, Deland, D37p
After House, Rinehart, R47h
f Long Shadow, Bower, B672s
Lonesome Trail, B672t
Range Dwellers, Bower, B672r
Peacock Feather, Moore, M782f
Barnabetta, Martin, M36b
Storm, Steele, St31
His Rise to Power, Miller, M913p
Light of Western Stars, Grey, G86
Penrod, Tarkington, T17p
Over the Hills, Findlater, F491
‘ ‘Green Graves of Balgowrie, ’ ’ E49
Tinder Box, Daviess, D27t
“Andrew the Glad” D27a
A Day With Father, Leupp, L571
Newleaf Mills, Howells, H833mi
Fortunate Youth, Locke, L79y
Sandy, Crockett, C82sa
Uncle Lisha’s Shop, Robinson, R561
Danvis Folks, Robinson, R561d
The Butterfly, Webster, W391
Whistleing Woman, Halifax, H133
Forester’s Daughter, Garland, G18f
Hoosier Volunteer, Boyles, B691h
Melting of Molly, Daviess, D27me
Liliecrona’s Home, Lagerloff, L13e
‘Martha-by-the-day, Lippman, L66
Making Over Martha, Lippman, L66a
i Henry of Navarre, Ohio, Hall, H141
' Capturing Mary Carstaus, Harrison
H245c
And all adult fiction added froin now
on. The special bulletin <or this month
is on Adventure stories, and books of
this type are collected on the table be
low the bulletin.

233 Main Street

Xittlefielò

FOR SALE

Optician

C. H. Webber

Mad at Paint

DI N AN

The Jeweler and Optician

Cape Popoise
The Rev. Mr. Lacount of Everett,
Mrss., who with his family is, occupy-»
ing their cottage near the Stone Haven,
occupied the pulpit Sunday morning and
gave a most interesting and helpful
talk.

Miss A. Maude King of the Portland
Deaconness Home will speak at the
chureh next Sunday morning, July 12.
1

Miss Arlettie L. Tibbetts visited Miss
Martha Clifford of Cornish over Sun
day. . \ .

There are already more than one hun
dred guests at the Langsford House.

Mr. arid Mrs. Frank Carr ¿of Law
rence, Mass., arrived at the Cape this
week.
Capt. Merton P. • Hutchins and wife
of Dorchester, ’ Mass., visited Mr.
Hutchins’ parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry'
B. Hutchins, a part of last week.
Miss Frances Hutchins, who has
been in Massachusetts for some weeks,
returned home this week.

The death of Mary J, wife of Payson
T. Huff, took place at her home last
Tuesday evening, her death being due
to heart disease. Mrs. Huff was a life
long resident of the Cape, a memher of
the M E church for morez than sixty
years anyone of tfre first members of
the Ladies' Aid. /To'.the people of the
Cape, including relatives, the deceased
was known as Mrs. Mary Payson «¡>r
Aunt Mary Payson, as was the custom
in earlier years. Mrs. Huff is survived
by,a husband, bne son, Edgar G Huff,
two\ daughters, Mrs John Parker of
Cuba and Miss Lillian Huff of this place
also six grandchildpen.'. Besides these
there remains one' sister, Mrs Richard
Nunan of this place. The' funeral ser
vices took place at the church Thursday
afternoon and were ^conducted by the
pastor, Rev T P Baker, assisted by a
former pastor, Rev S E Leech of Ken
nebunk. Appropriate music was fur
nished by Mrs F G Littlefield, Mrs P H
Perry, Mr Wilbur Coit and a friend
The deceased will be greatly missed in
the community, where she had lived so
long. Her age was* seventy-six years
and nine months.
The Boston American Weekly Camera
Contest awarded first prize of ten
dollars to George W Fiske of the Larra
bee Photo Department for a. remarka
ble photograph entitled tfh “Old
New England Homestead.” The pic
ture was of the old Storer place, a de
serted old farmhouse, between Kenne
bunkport and Cape Porpoise. The
same scene has been painted several
times fry Abbott Graves.

KEÑÑEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, ME

European Letter
LONDON AND THE ENGLISH
LAKES

grounds,, where we enjoyed a sunset
walk.
Then the next day came the contrast,
dull weather,. but it could not wholly
spoil the charm of the places that we
visited in rubbers and sheltered by an
umbrella • even our long drive on. top
of a coach much of the time in the rain
could not Wholly damp qur enthusiasm.
In sunshine it must bg wonderful,
shut in by mountains ánd passing from
lake to lake as we> did, through the
places that the lake ports have made
. immortal in their songs, Coleridge,
Wordsworth and Southey have made
the lake region familiar to English
readers.
Dé Quincev spent nearly
twenty years of his life here and the
names of the mountains even aré
familiar to us also. » Helvellyn and
Skiddau look down upon us, and when
we stopped
Kesuick for the night w
were right in the center of the lake
district with new attractions calling us
from every side.; We had such a
charming resting place, too, at the
Keswick Hqtel we ionged to prolong
our stay, but the Sunday time tables
were against us, we could not risk miss
ing our Norway steamer and so regret
fully turned away from the beautiful
lake region with its charming lakes,
green covered hills, pretty villages with
a wealth of blossoms that one was
hardly prepared for, even after what
we had heard of the charms of the
English country life.

Twelve Reasons
Why You
Should Buy Your
Groceries of Us

We have been having a delightful
stay in London in spite of rain and cold
■' weather ; it has laid its spell, upon us
and we have enjoyed it far more than
some of the sunny, spots on the copti
nent.
Why is it, we wonder? We have seen
architecture as fine, we have found
parks and streets quite as attraètive
and yet we are in love with London
just the same.
Perhaps one reason is that we are
flo. 12
again hearing our mother tongue and it
is such a relief to be able to ask a ques
tion and be able to understand the re
BECAUSE you can actually
ply. Another reason is the‘sense of
law and order that prevail everywhere;
save more money and more pasomehow in this big city you feel a
F it’s stormy, if you’re tired out, if you
sense of safety as if everything would
tieneè, 'as' a comparative expériwant to save time, we’ll take your meat
be done according to the dictates 1 of
, right and justice. We have heard that
order over the wire and select FINE
enee will show.
the .police are especially , trained for
CUTS for you. ¿PROMPT and OBLIGING
their work and cannot hold office until
SERVICE by phone or in person goes hand
they have passed rigid examinations.
Come in and get acquainted.
Certainly they are the best trained,
in hand with our HIGH GRADE MEATS.
body of men we have met, courteous
Thank you for your attention.
Prices the FAIREST in town. TEST US.
an J obliging and with a fund of inform
ation that is always at the commandof
a visitor. Even the men in charge of
the motor vehicles that play such an
important part in the traffic of the big
city are ready with information in re
gard to the points of interest.
SHIP qELD FOR EDITOR
On Sunday one of them took me in
‘-Time and tide wait for no man” so
charge and pointed out place after place
as we sped along, and although he had’ runs the old adage but we had a fine
Thornton Academy
a queer way of speaking and I could,( object lesson in théf way that American
persistency
can
win
out
even
in
the
case
'not understand all he said, I just smiled
SACO. MAINEL
and nodded as if I was taking it all in, of a hide-bound schedule witfi^an officer
for I would not hurt his feelings after in commana that prides himself on be
School founded in 1811. ‘Endowment
all the pains he had taken to instruct ing on time.
We left London bag and baggage for
me. Then when you say you like Lon
permits advantages equal to the high
don they glow all over with national ' Southampton' where wè were to meet
priced schools tor moderate terms.
pride and one can understand the loy the Arcadian R. M. S. P. for our Nor
Situated
in one of thè most desirable
alty to the English flag that is such a way cruisè.
residential
cities in thé state, fifteen
The editor of' thè Enterprise has a
marked characteristic of the British
miles
from
Portland. Most excellent
deeply
rooted
prejudice
against
wasting
subject.
teaching force, one instructor for every
Certainly the people are well looked any time at a railway station and one
out for as far as fine parks and free en of her pleasing little tricks is to rush
ten pupils. Five modern, well equipped
ELECTRIC LIGHTINC
Main Street
Biddeford, Maine:
trance to public places are concerned. out at the last moment to buy refresh
buildings.
Best gymnasium 'of any
Such a large amount of ground is given ments, mail a letter, or some óthér
(Successor to Mrs. Cousens)
secondary school in northern New Eng
up to these purposes even in this great errand that will add zest to the journey is the modern, up-to-date system for
homes
and
places
of
business.
We
are
land. Leads in clean athletics. Summea
by
catching'
the
train
just
in
time.
I
city where the cost of land must be tre
have become quite accustomed to these prepared to do
and winter sports under competent
mendous.
directors. Excellent musical instruc
We noted especially in St. James erratic movements so was not much
tion in Saco and Biddeford with oppor
ELECTRICAL WIRING
Park close to the royal palace one part surprised to see her carrying a big
tunity for practice. Pleasant dormitory
bundle
ready
for
the
parcel
post
that
given up wholly to children and a rare
must, according to her views, be mailed for you whenever you say. Why not life, social and homelike. No illness in
good time they were having.
(
have a talk with us and learn the ad building during’ past year. Co-educa
Thé palace does not seem sq very for America that morning.
Omar’s Crumb of Advice.
I had ordered our carriage a little vantages and economy of an Electrically tional. Certificate admits to leading
grand; in fact if one were not directed
earlier than she deemed necesary with wired home or place of business?
colleges.
For
catalogue
with
courses
Some
for the pleasures of this meal,
to Buckingham Palace it would not be
an eye to such developments and suc
and some
of study, views, terms, etc., address
noticed'as anything particularly attrac
ceeded in getting her as far as the gate
Sigh for the fancy’s festival to come.
the Principal
tive. We thought some members of
FREEMAN ELEÇTRICAL
Ah, take the bread and let the
way to the boat train, where inquiry
Ernest Roliston Woodbury, A. M.
balance go,
the royal family drove out as we were was made if there was time to mail the
SUPPLY SHOP
Nor heed the luring of the distant
•tanding near ; all of the people were package.
BIDDEFORD
Maine
hum !
watching and the gentleman in the
The officer in charge pqlitely said he
(Next
Biddeford
National
Bank)
Reliable Agents Wanted
carriage raised his hat as they drove thought not arid I sailed on in the wake
away. We called them the King and of the porter with our four dress suit
We want more local and travelihg men
to sell our strictly High Grade nursery
Queen,‘as we were across the road with cases, took my place in the train and
Some folks insist on slaving
Kennebunk Lower Village stock, fully guaranteed. No experi
no one near at hand to tell us, so it is just before we left she appeared
ence necessary. Fine outfit free. Com all their lives in the kitchen.
just as well if we think so whether it flushed with triumph at having made
mission paid weekly. Write AT ONCE Oh, they intend taking it easy
,was or not. We were told that the King the post office, mailed the package and
Prof. George Dewing of Aurora Col forterms and exclusive territory,
some day!
. hadt given up his jdaily drives to the caught the train.
lege, Aurora, Ill., was in town recently .
HOMER N.,CHASE & CO..
park on account of the demonstration
in
the
interest
of
the
college.
Auburn, Maine
Stop now. Make our bakery
Elated by her success, when we
of the suffragettes. They are getting reached the “^Arcadian” she began à
an adjunct to your kitchen.
Miss Ruth M. Peabody, who has been
more and mpre reckless and precautions searehjior the American Express Co.
teaching school in Waltham, Mass., the
We will do your baking and
are taken everrwhere against fire. It home letter and papers. Again I went
past year, has been visiting relatives in
cake
and pie making simply
looked strange in beautiful Westmin ahead with, the baggage and devoted
town; but departed last week as she
ster to see all about applianced for fire my spare time to getting things settled
and
well.
Special orders
protection and when we went into the in our state room and finally made my sailed for-Europe on the second of the
filled.
month with a party of friends. Misq
Victoria and Albert Museum handbags way on deck and found to my astonish
in the
It’ll pay you.
were inspected. I walked by with mine ment that the gang plank was up and Peabody was a former teacher
lopal gramrhar school and her pupils and For nearly every branch in the U.
not understanding the order, but as it we were getting out into the stream.
S.
Goverment
Service
will
be
held
friends wish her a safe and pleasant
was a small one there was not much
in November for/ New England
Where was the missing editor? Amid voyage arid recreation.
chance to conceal a hatchet and nothing the eager faces looking , back to the
states and in January for the rest
was said to me. It must mean a big shores of Old England was no fami liar, f Mr. and Mrs. George Clough visited of the country. We want young
amount of money to keep up this con face. Then streaming away fróm the the week-end with relatives in town.
men and women who wish to enter
stant watch against vandalism in the shore eame a launch and I ’heard some
Choir rehearsal Friday evening at the Uncle Sam’s employ. If you are
fear the cause of equal rights will be one say they were holding the ship for Adventist parsonage. All the singers over 18, an American, can read and
retarded rather than advanced by the a passenger. At once I ' guessed who are requested to be present.
write, we can qualify you to uas
Main Street,
Kennebunk, Maine
. militant movement, for when beautiful, that passenger was, and when I saw
Ma. Edwin Savage and son Harold of examinations. Write at once for
pictures and old historic churches are the bobbing black feathers on the white Medford, Mass., are Quests at the ’“Civil Service Booklet” stating age
destroyed, as is being done at present*, hat appear on the deck of that pursuing Rhode Island House. *
ROBERT S. MALING
public indignation is rising higher and boat I knew that once moie the Editor
There were two ball games Saturday
Local Mgr., I. C. S. ,
higher.
*
'
had scored.
between the Sanford Baptist Brother
We noticed that the Bishop of London
Biddeford, Me.
From what she said I fancy things hood and the A. C. Sunday School. New Hill Bl’k,
had made it possible for a memorial were lively on the wharf when she
Honors were equally divided, Sanfords
service to be held for the so-called rushed back counting on the Arcadian
winning in the morning and the A. C’s to 4. In the afternoon the same teams
martyr who lost her life last summer being a few moments behind time on
in the afternoon. ' A large crowd wit- crossed bats again and this time the
trying to stop the king’s horse.
leaving and saw all made trim for' the riessed both games.
visitors went down before the local boys
A lady told me she was in the theatre outward voyage and the space of water
by
a score of 7 to 1.
Edward
Williams-and
family
of
Merecently when the King was present between boat and shore rapidly widen
The ball field is to be graded as soon
and this great uprodr broke out, one'of ing. One after another sne made for thuen ana Albert Williams of Freeport,
the women springing on the stage and the officials. Tho boat had started aud Ill., are visiting their parents, Mr. and as conditions will permit the work to be
Old Cowan Store, 167 Main Street
done. When completed a fine ground
shouts and appeals to the King, mak she could not go. Most people would Mrs. Jerry Williams.
Mr. Joseph Smith is seriously ill at will be provided. The Mothers’ Club
ing a great hubbub until the authorities have given in, but not the editor of the
MAINE
sold ice cream at the ball game on the BIDDEFORD
his
home.
restored order by force. •
Enterprise.
Fourth.
All of this seems strange in staid,
Mrs*. Burton Robinson is convalescing
The story of the frog imprisoned in
law-abiding England but even in the the milk can when water was poured in from her Repent illness.
Next Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock
day afternoon and was a total loss. She
midst of it all it is somewhat surprising to increase the milkman’s profits, who
Mrs. Mary L. Christensen and grand in the Methodist church, Miss A. Maude was built at Ellsworth forty-seven
to note the tone of one of the leading kicked till he churned a lump of butter daughter haye returned to Portsmouth. King, superintendent of -the Portland
years ago and was oxyned by Bangor
papers advocating justice and forbear-" on which he rode in triumph to the
Deaconess Home, will speak.. Miss'/'
Workmen have begun, grading and
parties. All hands ¿scaped in a power
ance from extreme measures, while it journey’s end, rnight' well apply tefher.
King
was
here
a
year
ago
under
rather
putting in drains at the school play
boat. Her captain was Winfield Taintquoted from America expressions of in
The more they refused to stop the ground under the direction, of John unfavorable weather conditions ' and
,
er.of Winterport. Very little is now
dignation and suggestions of harsh ship the more she said she would board
charmed those who braved the inclem- visible of the wrecked vessel. She had
Sells at a reasonable price.
Morrison.
treatment. It certainly is a hard prob-; it, and then on tfye scene appears some
ency'of the evening. She is a very
a
cargo
of
soft
coal
and
was
bound
for
The terms are liberal.
fern to solve and while we believe in big bug of an official, judging by his
forceful speaker and has a message Swan’s Island.
votes for women we certainly don’t be aùthority, ordered out the launch to
that appeals to the heart.
The value is greater than any
The local barbers have been in the
Kennebunkport
lieve in the militant way of securing follow the Arcadian, commanded the
competing make,
The schooner Longfellow arrived on practice of closing their shops on Sun
them.
regardless of
captain'to stop, and then whén the sail
day.
A
protest
was
made
by
other
Monday morning with coal for the Per
We tore ourselves away for a few ors had again let down the steps, calmly
The Fourth passed in a very quiet
price.
kins Coal Co., and is now discharging citizens when summer barbers opened
days to see the English Lakes and on board walked the delinquent passen- jnanner.
A number of visitors were
,
for business on Sunday. The selectmen
The 1914 model
her cargo.
while we had heard of their attractive ger with siniling face ready for the here Over the day and many absentees
ordered^the police to direct the proprie
is the Best Ever.
the
Fourth
Huff
spent
Miss
Jennie
ness were wholly unprepared for their Norway voyage.
returned for a brief holiday. The jubitors to close on the Lord’s Day. and
in
Boston.
She
made
with
friends
Askfor our attractive
beauty.
lant spjrits of the yriuth manifested
last Sunday the tonsorial artists had a
booklet and terms.
The night we arrived at Lake Win
themselves to some extent by the burn- the tHp there by trolley.
day off;
The
ladies
of
the
Methodist
church
dermere was one never to be forgotten.
irig of gunpowder in various forms on
While the rain interferes with out-,
SOLD BY
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Hello!
Is This
The
Butcher’s?”

EDWARD Lv LAHAR

KENNEBUNK, MAINE

Gardèn Street

Hats Trimmed While You Wait

All Hats Marked Down to Cost and
Below Cost
Mark Down Sale Now On!

Miss A. M. Morrill

You Demand Purity and Quality!

Civil Service
Examinations

No Frills—Just Honest Service!

Darvill the Baker

Spring Millinery and Children’s Hats at

Half Price This Week

MRS. IDA YORK WITHAM

FOR SALE

Percy J. Dutch
Read the Enterprise

